BATTLE FOR HUMANITY
Battle for Humanity is a multi-year, global initiative harnessing the power of millions of
youth to fight humanity’s most destructive force -- violent conflict. Battle for Humanity will
tackle physical, structural, and emotional violence by attacking the problem, not each other.
Our mission is to equip this generation to disrupt all types of violence.
Our vision is to be the generation that rejects violent conflict as an option.

WHY WE NEED A GLOBAL MOVEMENT...

Violence is a leading cause of death
among young people aged 15 29 Worldwide
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PHASE 1: 2015

OPERATION
WAGE PEACe

Operation Wage Peace is how we will initially engage global youth in this greater
movement and vision. Operation Wage Peace is a gamified platform that offers young
people global comrades and tools/resources to be heroes in their community, while
maintaining all the fun and adventure of a videogame in real life.

A HERO’S JOURNEY IN THREE STEPS
Missions are on- and off-line, ranging from sharing a video to

1. ENLIST
Take the pledge, get your own profile page,
and join the movement.

holding a dialogue, from donating clothes to a women’s shelter to
mentoring an at-risk-child. Missions can be ‘multi-player’ so youth
can complete missions with their local ‘comrades’.

2. RECEIVE MISSIONS
Access training and real-life missions to
disrupt violent conflict in your area.

3. BE A HERO
Gain points, badges and new rankings
as you better your community with each
completed task.

Other upcoming Battle for Humanity activities include.
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Battle for Humanity is an initiative of Search for Common Ground in partnership with The Global Brain and other strategic partners:

CONTACT

For more information on how to get involved, please contact
Jessica Murrey at jmurrey@sfcg.org and +1 (202) 777-2230.

www.sfcg.org

